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Opinion
Credit Strengths
The credit strengths of Iceland include:
- Advanced level of economic and political development
with a GDP per capita among the highest in the world
and evenly distributed standard of living
- Healthy government finances, low public direct debt
- Longstanding political stability and consensus-based
society
- Increasingly diversified economic base
Credit Challenges
The credit challenges facing Iceland include:
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- Heavy contingent liabilities for the government
deriving from a large, internationalized banking sector
- Small, open economy susceptible to an unusual degree
of macroeconomic volatility for a highly developed country
- Limited capacity of monetary policy to control macro
imbalances, given the openness of the financial market
Rating Rationale
The government of Iceland's foreign- and domestic-currency debt was downgraded to Aa1 on May 20, 2008
because the government's very large foreign-currency contingent liabilities raise uncertainties whether it has
"unquestioned access to finance" -- which is a key characteristic of a triple-A sovereign according to a justreleased comprehensive study by Moody's. These potential liabilities stem mostly from its large, internationalized
banks whose financial strength ratings were recently downgraded to C-, lower than any other Aaa-rated country.
Moody's believes that the government could handle a crisis in any sector, including the outsized banking sector
and that the risk of disruptive systemic stress is low.
Iceland has many credit features that compare positively with other Aa rated countries. Among these are the
country's advanced economic structure, low government debt, high per capita incomes, and nearly fully-funded
pension system. Furthermore, its economy has proven itself to be unusually flexible and highly capable of
withstanding shocks.
Strong private sector and commercial bank expansion in foreign markets and large foreign investment projects
continue to help diversify the economy away from fishing, even as they introduce exaggerated but temporary
macroeconomic imbalances. Government debt is low, equivalent to only about 30% of GDP, less than half the
weighted average of Eurozone member countries. Government finances will continue to benefit in coming decades
from favorable labor force demographics, with a young population, low unemployment, long working lives, and very
healthy pension funding.
Rating Outlook
Moody's assigns a stable outlook on all of Iceland's ratings: Aa1 for government bonds and foreign-currency ceiling
for bank deposits, and Aaa/P-1 for all other ratings.
What Could Change the Rating - Up
The ratings could revert to Aaa if the risk of a call on the government to take on enormous foreign currency
exposure to support its banks would diminish significantly. It could also move up if uncertainties surrounding
Iceland's unquestioned access to finance were fully to disappear.
What Could Change the Rating - Down
Iceland's Aa1 ratings incorporate a low-probability/high-severity banking crisis. Downward pressure would emerge
only if Iceland displayed an inability to manage such a crisis, whether because of lack of sufficient access to
financing or poor policy decisions.
Recent Results and Developments
The newly announced EUR 1.5 billion liquidity facility with Nordic central banks is a clear indication of the
authorities' access to finance. This proactive arrangement of financing in advance of a low probability event of a
banking system crisis is the mark of a high quality rating and a testimony to the government's ability to withstand
shocks.
Difficult liquidity conditions for the banks are adding to domestic factors that are already slowing economic growth.
The fiscal accounts are budgeted to remain in surplus for the year, but the slowdown in tax receipts due to weaker
growth and tax cuts could lead to a smaller fiscal surplus than planned.
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